Thomas in America
Book 5: “Specials”
The Track Inspection Special
One morning, Thomas was warming up to begin his switching duties when he
heard a locomotive puffing up the grade from Glendale to his own home station of
Girard. He heard, “Puff, puff.., puff.., puff…” Then, nothing but hissing steam. Uh oh,
thought Thomas. He’s not going to make it. He saw his engineer, Frank, come out of the
office at the freight station and hurry over to the embankment to see what was happening.
But before Frank could get there, Thomas heard puffing again, receding down the grade.
“Special couldn’t make the grade,” Frank called to the Station Manager, who had
also come out of the office.
“What? That’s a 2-6-2 pulling that train! Supposed to be, anyway!”
“If it’s number 224, I don’t know. That locomotive’s in bad shape!” added the
Foreman, who came up to join them just then.

“I’ll call Glendale,” said the Station Manager, as he went inside. Frank and the
Foreman talked while watching toward the grade.
Thomas was concerned. His friend 224, “Black Bart,” had not been here for a
while, and had seemed to be so very tired. What was wrong with him?
The Station Manager came back out and said, “They don’t know anything! I’m
going to have my secretary check with them a bit later. If that special’s behind schedule,
it could be tricky when the local freight comes through. Frank, you’d better get those
cars spotted sooner rather than later.”
Frank and his fireman took Thomas out right away. Thomas moved a boxcar
from the siding next to the freight station to make room for another freight car that would
be coming in.
Then the Foreman ran over and called to Frank, “Stay clear. Becky just got a call
that the special’s coming. Trying to, anyway.” So Thomas moved back onto his usual
siding. Sure enough, soon he heard the locomotive puffing up the grade again.
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This time there was no hesitation by the engine on the grade. Sure enough, it was
Thomas’s friend “Black Bart,” or number 224. The big locomotive rounded the far loop
and passed Flyer Station. He was only pulling one car, a rather odd looking guard van,
Thomas noticed. There was a “Bang!” as he passed James, and Thomas saw James lurch
back a bit. Uh oh! thought Thomas. James must have been too close to the points, but
he’ll blame it on Black Bart!

But no sooner did Black Bart bang into James, than his pilot wheels came off of
the track as he made the turnout at the Girard passenger station. The Foreman summoned
all the workmen. They soon had the problem taken care of. But Thomas could tell that
the Foreman was annoyed. An engine’s wheels should not come off the track so easily.

Black Bart’s engineer then pulled the big steam locomotive up closer to the
freight station. A man who had been traveling in the strange guard van came over to talk
to the Station Manager. Oh! They are about to have a Meeting, thought Thomas. And
so they were.
“What happened to the rest of the special?” asked the Station Manager.
“Had to leave it in Glendale. This old heap of junk couldn’t make it up the
grade,” replied the stranger.
“I’d watch it,” the Station Manager cautioned, “The Owner likes that locomotive
for some reason.”
“Oh, he does, does he? Well, that’s just too bad. Because it’s a piece of junk!
Can’t make the grade with only two cars, and the work caboose! We left the crane and
flat in Glendale. Station manager had conniptions. Said I was blocking the main line!
Told him too bad. Pulled rank, I did. Figured I needed to get here and look around first.
But you’d better send an engine to get them. Don’t want to hold up the local, you know.”
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Thomas wondered who this stranger was. More important than the Glendale
Station Manager, apparently. The odd guard van was a “work caboose.” Thomas
wondered what that meant.
“We’ll send the tank engine,” the Station Manager said. We’d better see about
the repair plans. We can talk in the office.”
With that, the station manager and stranger disappeared inside, followed by the
Foreman, Frank, and the Fat Engineer. That left Thomas and Black Bart alone.
“What happened, Black Bart? Why couldn’t you make it up the grade the first
time?” asked Thomas.
Black Bart didn’t answer right away. But then, as if having to summon all his
energy to make the reply, he said, “It was just too much. Don’t know why. I should have
been able to do it. Stalled.” He heaved a big sigh of steam.
Thomas thought it would embarrass Black Bart to pursue this topic further. Black
Bart always seemed tired, and that was especially true right now. So, instead he asked,
“You are here with a special? That must be important! What is it?”
Again, Black Bart was slow to answer. Finally he said, “Well, it’s no great honor.
It’s the track repair train. But I couldn’t get it up the grade.”
“But, they picked you to pull it!” Thomas said encouragingly. “Surely they
wanted a good engine pulling such an important train.”
“Not really,” replied Black Bart. He hesitated, long enough that Thomas was
about to ask what he meant. But then Black Bart continued, “The Chief Engineer, you
see, he wanted the worst locomotive available. He wanted the one that was most likely to
go off the track anywhere. So he could see where the problems were.”
“Oh.” It was all Thomas could say. He was embarrassed that he had asked.
“It didn’t help that I hit that other locomotive, the Red one, on the way in,” added
Black Bart.
“That was James. James caused the problem. He must have been sitting too close
the points.” Thomas couldn’t think of anything more to say.
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“So, I suppose the Engineer will have me run around here and likely derail, too.”
As it turned out, things were worse than that. Black Bart’s “Chief Engineer”
came back out and joined a few workers at the “work caboose.” Black Bart then pulled
around the back loop behind the freight station. Suddenly, “Crash!” Thomas heard
splintering and grinding metal, as Black Bart came to a halt beside the Girard passenger
station. Why, the whole building had been knocked off its foundations, and a man and
woman who had been waiting on the platform were thrown to the ground below. A
doctor rushed to help them.

The Station Manager and others hurried up to see what had happened. It turned
out that nobody had been badly hurt. The Station Manager complained to Black Bart’s
engineer, “You should be more careful! Now look what we’ve got to fix!”
“You must have had inadequate clearances on the station,” the Chief Engineer
told him. “That’s what we’re here for, to check for problems!”
“I thought you were going to inspect and fix the track. Not break more things.”
The Station Manager seemed quite upset.
“You do your job and I’ll do mine. One of your engineers left that red mogul,
that number five I think it was, too close the points. Now I find this station too close to
the rails. You want me to report all this to the Owner?”
Thomas didn’t hear a reply. It sounded like the Station Manager had just been
shut up by the Chief Engineer, who must be higher in the railroad than he was. The
Station Manager would be sure to say something to the Foreman, and the Foreman to
Frank, the engineer who had made the last run with James to Glendale. None of them
were likely to be happy after all that was said. Not good.
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Pretty soon, Black Bart puffed away toward the far loop. But, he came to a stop
in front of Flyer station. Thomas could see the problem. The pilot wheels were off
again. Several workers had to be dispatched to help get them back on the rails, under the
Chief Engineer’s supervision.

Eventually, Black Bart made it all the way back around the loop, but not without
derailing near the coal loader, and once more right in front of Thomas. Yet again, the
workers had to maneuver wedges and levers to work the wheels back onto the track.
They were tired of this, and had all sorts of unpleasant things to say in general, and about
Black Bart in particular.

No sooner had this job been finished, but the Station Manager ordered the
Foreman to get the Glendale passenger station back into place. “We’ll have to use the
crane.” Looking into the office in the freight station, he called, “Becky! You can
dispense with that letter. The Foreman is looking for you.”
“Becky, clock in, would you, and get that crane ready.” The Foreman called.
“Oh, all right!” she answered. As Becky climbed up, she shouted back, “You
boys better get the power jury rigged!”
The workers, who Thomas thought were about to take a much needed break for
coffee, hustled off toward the rear of the freight station.
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When all was ready, the crane pulled the station back into position, as the workers
guided it with their levers and shovels. It took a while, as the repairs had to be made to
the station supports and platform too.
The Chief Engineer looked on with the Station Manager and Foreman. “You’d
better check to make sure you have enough clearance when this is done,” he cautioned.

While everybody was watching the station being moved, Thomas asked Black
Bart what had happened.
“Derailed. These pilot wheels are just worn out. I can’t help it.”
“No. I mean the station,” Thomas added.
“Oh. I came around the loop and took the crossover to the track next to the
station, and then, well, I kind of hit it.” Black Bart seemed embarrassed. “Bad day for
me. Worse than usual.”
Thomas felt bad for Black Bart. He wondered if there was anything he could say
to cheer him up. He thought of something!
“The Station manager said that the Owner likes you. That’s really good, isn’t it?”
“Well, I don’t know. I heard that the Owner thinks I was one of the first
locomotives Lionel made after the war. The Chief Engineer isn’t so sure.”
“The war?” asked Thomas.
“I don’t know anything about it, myself,” admitted Black Bart. “Back before I
became aware of anything, if you know what I mean.”
Thomas thought. Maybe he had heard about a war, or some such talk, a long time
ago. But, the earliest things he could really remember were on Sodor. There he worked
on the railroad, with Edward, Henry, and Gordon. For the Fat Director, as he was known
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then. He heard talk about a war, but that must have been long before his time. At least,
he didn’t remember anything about it.

“Well, it’s still nice to know that the Owner likes you,” said Thomas. “Maybe he
will have someone fix those wheels. I can see that they do look worn.”
“They are very worn, and slide out of place on the axle, too,” Black Bart replied.
“But, I did hear that some replacements have been ordered. The Chief Engineer wanted
me to try your track before they were replaced. I wish he hadn’t!”
Thomas understood. Since coming here, Thomas had gone off the track several
times himself. It was embarrassing, and it didn’t feel good, either. Wheels belonged on
track, not in the mud or ballast, and definitely not in the air!
“Would somebody get that phone?” the Station Manager shouted, as the noise of
the crane finally died away.
“What did you say?” asked Becky from the crane platform.
“I’ll get it!” he heard a girl’s voice answer.
Thomas recognized that voice! It was little Anne Hood, who used an old guard
van at the end of his siding as a play house.
The Station Manager must have been thinking of something else, because he was
slow to react. “No, I’ll get it!” he shouted.
But he was too late. “Somebody wants to speak to you, and is he ever mad!”
called Anne from the door, still holding the receiver. “He said some bad things! I told
him that wasn’t nice!”
“You give me that!” the Station Manager said, as he snatched the phone from her
hand. He ducked into the office. The Chief Engineer followed him in.
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Soon he was back at the door, bellowing to the Foreman. “Phone’s dead. But it
was probably the station manager from Glendale about the rest of that special. The crane
car and the flat with the rails. Get an engine down to Glendale. Now! We gotta get the
rest of this special out of the way!”
“I told you,” said the Chief Engineer to the Station Manager. “I told you earlier
that needed to be done.”
The Foreman yelled to Black Bart’s engineer to get back down to Glendale.
“Nope. I’m not in your organization. I work for the Chief Engineer,” he replied.
The Chief Engineer walked over. “Not your place to use this locomotive. Not a
good idea anyway. Use one of your own.”
The Forman was fuming! Barely controlling himself, he gestured to the Fat
Engineer who was nearby, and pointed to Thomas. “Get going!” he commanded.
Thomas had steam up. Frank’s fireman had been making sure of that. Thomas
wondered why Frank wasn’t chosen to be his engineer, but this didn’t seem the time to
argue. Not even the Fat Engineer said anything. He and his fireman climbed aboard, and
soon Thomas was off down the grade to Glendale.
But they didn’t get far! As they came around the bend at the bottom of the grade,
Thomas saw something peculiar on the tracks ahead. Fortunately, the fireman, looking
out the window, saw it too. He suddenly put on the brakes. “Whoa! What’s this?” he
asked.
“Dem fools!” The Fat Engineer was mad already, and finding this problem didn’t
help. “Dat’s da power jury rig for da crane! Nobody thought to unhook it after dey
moved da station!”

“We’d better tell them,” the fireman said.
“Well, yeah! I ain’t goin’ to unhook it. Do I look like a ‘lectrician?”
“We’d better call the station.”
“Now just how’s we gonna do dat? You think we got cell phones or sumtin’?
We gotta back up and tell ‘em.”
So, Thomas was backed up the grade and around the loop to the Girard station.
He passed James, who was still mad over being hit earlier by the work caboose pulled by
Black Bart. He stopped where the Chief Engineer was still talking to the Station
Manager. “Why are you back here without the cars?” asked the Station Manager, who
was visibly agitated.
“Some idjut forgot to unhook da crane power jury rig back der!” replied the Fat
Engineer, pointing toward the rear of the freight station.
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“Oh for cryin’ out loud!” exclaimed the exasperated Station Manager, who glared
to the Foreman. The Foreman turned on his heel, and hurried off.
Soon Thomas was on his way to Glendale once more. The track was clear, this
time. He arrived there to find a crane car and an enormous flat car waiting in front of the
Glendale station. Thomas went around the loop so he could back down and couple to the
flat car.

The Glendale Station Manager was furious, and yelled at the Fat Engineer, “You
get these cars out of here immediately, you hear! And don’t give me trouble like your
Manager’s secretary, either! Burned up my telephone somehow. Nasty trick. You tell
your Station Manager I’ll see that he pays for this!”
Thomas was used to the Fat Engineer having a lot to say. But, this time he didn’t
say much, though Thomas knew he wanted to. “Yeah, I’ll tell ‘im,” was all he said in
reply to the rain of complaints from the Glendale station manager.
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Thomas pulled away from the station with the two cars, but trouble wasn’t long in
following. At the first switch, the crane car came uncoupled from the big flat car. “You
stupid car!” the Fat Engineer yelled out the cab window, shaking his fist.

Thomas backed up and re-coupled. But then the crane car came uncoupled again,
just a little farther down the track. The Fat Engineer had a lot more to say about it, but
eventually came up with a plan. “We’ll switch ‘em around at the turnout,” he told his
fireman. So after a couple more uncouplings and re-couplings, the flat car was left on the
siding, and Thomas coupled directly to the crane car.
“Ouch!” Thomas let out a yell when the crane car’s hook hit his cab.

“Go back and raise that boom!” the Fat Engineer told his fireman.
“Can’t. I got no license to operate a crane,” replied the fireman, shaking his head.
After uttering a few remarks, the Fat Engineer said, “Then I’ll do it!”
“You ain’t got no license either, do you?”
Thomas heard the Fat Engineer’s sharp reply to that. Then, he felt the heavy hook
sliding up the side of his cab. Suddenly, “Ouch!” It pulled the roof right off his cab!
“That hurt!” complained Thomas.
The Fat Engineer uttered an expletive, and then said, “You shut up, you stoopid
engin’! I got enough problems!”
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After taking a look, the Fat Engineer climbed back into the crane and lowered the
roof. The fireman helped guide it back down to where it was supposed to go. The Fat
Engineer then decided to swing the crane out to the side to make sure it didn’t hit Thomas
again. Finally, they re-coupled to the flat car, this time at the end of the train, and set off
up the grade.
Thomas was able to climb the grade easily. He wondered why Black Bart, a big
engine, with only the extra weight of the work caboose, had so much trouble. Why,
Thomas wasn’t having any trouble at all!
He regretted the thought almost immediately. Just past the turnout down the
grade, he came off the tracks.

“Run over to Flyer Station, would you, and phone the office to send help,” the Fat
Engineer told his fireman. Thomas could hear the footsteps receding, but the fireman
didn’t come back. “Now where’s he gone?” the Fat Engineer asked himself. Thomas
guessed that the Flyer Station was locked up, or maybe the phone didn’t work.
“Confound it! One durned thing after another!” the Fat Engineer exclaimed.
“Do you think that they will finally fix the track?” asked Thomas, hopefully.
“Huh? Oh, you. Mister talking locomotive. Yeah, I guess so. If they don’t mess
things up worse. I ain’t got high hopes, though. How’s stuff to git fixed when da stuff to
fix it with is all broke too?”
Thomas decided that this wasn’t a question he was supposed to answer. So, he
stayed quiet. Eventually the workmen came, and with help from the crane, he was soon
back on the track.
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“Well, if your crew is going to replace the bad track, it looks like this is a good
place to start,” the Foreman told the Chief Engineer. “You’ve got the crane and the rails
here already.”
The Station Manager interrupted. “No, first we need to get this rig clear so that
the passenger train can get down to Glendale.”
“OK, after that,” the Foreman agreed.
So, Thomas pulled the two cars around the loop, and toward the station. On the
way, the crane car, which had been turned out a bit, gave James a nasty knock as it went
by. “Grrrr! You clumsy little fool!” the outraged James called to Thomas.

As the crane swung back from the impact, it hit Thomas again, once more
knocking his roof off. But nobody seemed to take any notice in the general confusion.
For just soon as Thomas got past James, another problem became apparent. The Fat
Engineer put on the brake, and said, “We can’t git past da station wit dis load!”
“What now?” asked the Foreman, who had just come up.
The Fat Engineer explained that the wide load on the flat car would not fit past the
station, and might not get around the barrel loader on the other side, where number 224
was sitting.
“We can’t get the passenger train to the station, then. And we have to board very
soon,” the Station Manager said. “Frank already has number five ready to go. Can you
pull up enough for him to get out?”
“I think so, but ‘e won’t be able ta git to da station.”
“We can use the milk platform!” suggested the Foreman. “It’s just the right
height.”
And so it was done. Thomas eased forward just enough to let James and the
passenger coaches Annie and Clarabel out of their siding. The passengers were directed
to the milk platform, where they boarded, none too happy about this arrangement. James
was furious. “This is humiliating!” James exclaimed. “My train is the most important!”
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Then, to make matters worse, here came the local freight!
“Honk, honk! Make room for me, Make room for me!” went diesel number 2338,
coming up the grade from Glendale.
Now, this was quite a problem! From the far loop, two tracks led toward the
freight station where the newly arrived train needed to go. Thomas was blocking one,
and James was blocking the other. To make matters worse, old number 224, Black Bart,
was sitting on the loop that went behind the freight station with the work caboose.
“Quick! Frank, get your train up onto the coal siding! I think there’s room!”
shouted the Foreman, thinking fast.
Frank did what he was told, while the diesel sat there, honking and complaining,
as it waited for clearance to proceed.

James rumbled under the coal loader. It rattled and shook, filtering coal dust
down over him. But he did get clear enough for 2338 to be able to get past. More coal
dust settled down as the diesel passed, making James even more angry. He muttered,
“That good for nothing diesel thinks he’s so important!”
“Oh dear, I have coal dust in my eyes,” cried Annie.
“And it will get on the passengers, too!” added Clarabel.
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Things got even more complicated as the diesel reached the station, because
Black Bart had to move off of the loop, and Thomas and his train needed to get out of the
way. Thomas pulled up beside Flyer station, then forward to James’s recent berth beside
the milk platform as the noisy diesel honked insistently.

“OK, OK, mister Hot Shot,” shouted the Fat Engineer.
But, as Thomas cleared the way, “Bang!” the crane car hit the milk platform!
Fortunately, Thomas had been braking to a stop and no damage was done. Finally the
local freight was able to pull around the loop and begin to descend the grade to Glendale.

“We’re going to be in trouble, boss,” the fireman said. “That’s the second thing
we hit with the crane. No, more than that! Did you notice we lost the cab roof again?”
“Yeah. Near da station. Crane hit it again.”
“And you don’t think we’re going to get in trouble?”
“Wit’ all da stuff going on today, everything breakin’, de-railin’, messed up, you
think anyone cares about hittin’ da milk platform? Da engineer of dat diesel, fo’
instance. ‘E’s gonna be in a heap more trouble den I am!”
“Why’s that?”
“Why? Cause he forgot to drop off ‘is cargo! Stoopid! He left wit’ da same train
‘e came wit. Didn’t even remember to pick up da barrels waitin’ for ‘im! Everybody’s
made a mess of things today!”
Thomas was glad to know that he wasn’t the only one who had noticed his
missing roof. He hoped the Fat Engineer would see that it got replaced.
Suddenly, the Foreman came up. “What are you lollygagging here for? You
gotta get out of the way so the passenger train can go! Get moving!”
That’s right, thought Thomas. James was still caught under the coal loader, and
his passengers waiting for their trip. The Fat Engineer backed Thomas up, and returned
to the track near the station to clear the way. James finally escaped his prison, and got off
on his way to Glendale. “Toot toot,” he whistled as he passed Thomas’s train. Thomas
knew what he meant was, “I’m glad you’re finally out of the way!”
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Thomas thought he had never seen such a confusing day. There were four trains
in and around Girard at the same time, and that was way too many! All manner of things
had gone wrong. It had all started with that Special! Poor Black Bart had all sorts of
problems. Then as soon as Thomas got involved, all kinds of things went wrong for him,
too. And James wasn’t happy, being banged about, dumped on with coal dust, and made
to wait while the diesel went by. Even the diesel, 2338, had a bad day. He had forgotten
to unload his cargo! Or pick up the car Thomas knew was ready to go out.
“Special” indeed! Thomas decided he could do with fewer special days.
Fortunately, the remainder of the day was more peaceful, for Thomas, anyway.
The workers had a lot to do fixing the station so it could reopen. The Chief Engineer
needed to go over repair plans with the Station manager. Somebody discovered that
repairs were needed to the milk platform also. The telephone repairman was busy, and so
were the electricians.
Thomas wondered what tomorrow would bring. Today “special” had meant a lot
of confusion and, well, damage. But, it wasn’t dull! What might happen tomorrow?
Thomas both wondered, and worried. But, then, why worry? His roof had been replaced.
He was in good condition now. And, he had certainly been Useful! Yes, tomorrow
might well be interesting also, but there was no sense worrying about it. He would be
ready to be Useful tomorrow, too, when his opportunity came. After all, when
opportunity knocks, you need to be there to open the door!
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The Track Repair Special
Thomas was given the honor of pulling the Track Repair Special. Actually, it
wasn’t really an honor. He just happened to be the locomotive that had pulled the crane
car and big flat car carrying new rails up from Glendale the day before. With all the
confusion, he had been left with them overnight. So, when the next day came, the
Foreman simply told the Fat Engineer to use Thomas for the track repair special. He
certainly didn’t make it sound like anything to brag about.
Things got off to a bad start when the crane car boom was centered to avoid
hitting things. The hook managed to knock Thomas’s cab roof off again. “Just leave it.
We gotta get this operation done soon,” the Foreman told Thomas’s engineer. “We can’t
have the track out for very long, or we’ll hold things up.” So Thomas steamed over to the
Glendale turnout at the top of the grade with no roof.
Thomas really didn’t like having to leave his roof behind. It was like walking
around without one’s hat. Suppose it got damaged, or lost in the mess. He’d look a right
git steaming around Girard without his roof. Still, he had a job to do, roof or no roof.
Thomas had never seen a track replacement job before. He had never really
thought much about it. Occasionally on Sodor the breakdown train would be called out.
Once he was even the engine to pull it. But, they had never replaced whole pieces of
track, sleepers and everything, all at one time. At least, as far as he could remember. On
Sodor, the track was always there. It was permanent. That was how things ought to be.
Here, things were different. The track could not fail to benefit from some attention.
First, a new piece of track was dragged off the big flat car by the crane. The
remaining pieces had to be repositioned and secured to the car again. Then, the flat car
had to be moved out of the way. The Foreman directed that it be moved to the Glendale
track. Thomas worried about it being at the top of the grade, but fortunately somebody
remembered to put on the brakes. Thomas then fetched the work caboose, where the
workers had their tools for the track work, and brought the crane around to the other side
of the switch. The crane was used to drag the old piece of track out, and pull the new one
into place. From the complaints of the workers, Thomas gathered that a lot of pushing
and shoving, and work with levers, was required as well.
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Just then, Thomas heard James coming up the grade from Glendale. Uh oh!
James screeched to a stop just beyond the flat car with the new pieces of track. “What’s
the meaning of this!” complained James. “I have passengers! I must get through! I have
a job to do!”
“I’m afraid you’ll have to wait for the track repairs,” Thomas explained.
“Now you just shut up!” ordered the Fat Engineer, glaring at James, just before
the Foreman came up.
“What’s going on?” the Foreman asked. “Oh. Yes, we’ll have the new track in
place shortly!” he called to Frank, who was James’s engineer for the day.

Thomas could tell James was seething mad. After the indignities of the previous
day, when he was bumped twice by passing cars and dumped on by coal dust, James
would have a lot to say if he could. But, he stayed quiet, as the Fat Engineer had told
him.
As soon as the workers were through with the crane, Thomas pulled it out of the
way. But he had some trouble with the coupler. It seemed that the crane car, perhaps
consumed with it’s sense of importance after repairing the track, had its nose in the air.
But Thomas managed to pull it clear of the Glendale turnout. “Just leave it there!”
ordered the Foreman. “Go back to get the flat car.” So that’s what Thomas did. By this
time, James was even more impatient.
The passengers were not happy either. “What’s holding things up?” they said as
they leaned out windows and doors to look. “Why did they have to pick now to replace
the track?” “I’m going to be late,” someone shouted. “And it’s the Railroad’s fault!”
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Thomas pulled the flat car back toward the station. “Take it around to the back
loop!” ordered the Foreman. “We need to get it out of the way so the passenger train can
get to the station!”
Just as Thomas was passing the Girard station, the Fat Engineer brought him to a
halt with a hard hand on the brakes. “Clearance problems!” he exclaimed.
Sure enough, the rails on the flat car would have hit the station if the Fat Engineer
had not been so alert. Even so, the doctor was rushing over in case there was another
accident and somebody was hurt again.

Clearly, Thomas couldn’t go any further. “We’ll just have to use the milk
platform again!” the Station Manager decided.
There was just one problem. The crane car had been left where it was blocking
that track. So, James had to sit and wait once more, while Thomas uncoupled from the
flat car to go get the crane and push it out of the way.
“Why can’t you do anything right the first time, Thomas?” James chided in a
voice filled with irritation.

James was really fed up! He was mad at all the things that had happened to him,
and angry at being held up while doing the most important job of all, pulling the
passenger train from Glendale! He was about to blow his stack! Frank, his engineer, was
a bit too eager to get to the platform too. He began to ease the throttle open, even as
Thomas was pushing the crane car clear. As soon as Frank started to open the throttle,
James jumped forward. “Grrrr! Let me through!” he growled. And, as he charged past,
he hit Thomas on the corner of his frame, and knocked him clear off the tracks!
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“James! Just look what you’ve done!” cried Annie.
“Serves him right!” replied James. “He hit me yesterday, and he’s been holding
me up forever!”
“You didn’t even wait for the switch to move! We all could have derailed!” a
frightened Annie continued, as James pulled up to the milk platform.
“Oh, Thomas, are you alright?” asked Clarabel shakily.
“I think so,” he replied, laying on his side. Things always looked so strange
sideways on.
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“He’d better be!” added the Fat Engineer, who had just gotten clear of the cab.
“I’m goin’ to have a word with Frank! An’ that stoopid, no good, idjut, useless, hotheaded, red heap ‘o junk engine of his!”
Maybe James heard this. He never would say. But as soon as the last passenger
stepped off, he took off very quickly toward the back loop behind the big freight station.
Too fast. As he went into the curve, his left wheels lifted off the rail, he tottered a
moment, then toppled off the track, all the way down to the Glendale grade track below!
“Oh, No!” screamed Annie, as James pitched over and disappeared.

Fortunately, Frank and his fireman leaped clear before James went over, and were
unhurt. Annie had managed to wrench free and stayed on the rails. A crowd gathered.
The Foreman, Station Manager, and Chief Engineer were the first there. They stood
there and stared down in stunned silence at the inert James lying on his side below.
“I don’t think this was bad track,” said the Chief Engineer after they had all been
looking on for a few minutes.
“We need the crane car,” the Station Manager said. Turning to the Chief
Engineer, he asked, “Can we borrow your precious number 224 for a bit?”
“Well, seeing as you have wrecked both your own engines, I suppose so,”
conceded the Chief Engineer sarcastically. “But, nobody but my engineer touches it.
You got it? I don’t need your lot to wreck another locomotive today.”
The Station manager grimaced. “So, sir, would you have your engineer use your
engine number 244 and go get the crane and bring it over here? Please?”
“But now, how are we going to get to the crane car?” the Foreman said to himself out
loud. “That big flat car is blocking the points.” He puzzled over this for a few minutes.
“I know. We’ll pull the car clear with the gantry crane.” The Foreman brightening up.
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“Boys! Get the crane power ready. Frank, would you go tell Becky to clock in, and get
the crane ready?”
“Tell her for me she can dispense with those letters for now,” the Station Manager
added.

It took a while to rig things. While the crane was being prepared, Black Bart
moved Annie and Clarabel out of the way. Soon the power had been jury rigged and
Becky had the crane ready to shift the flat car away from the switch. Fortunately the Fat
Engineer remembered to point out the hazard that had stopped him there in the first place.
The load was shifted then so the flat car and its load of track wouldn’t hit the station.
After all that, the crane pulled the big flat car clear of the switch. Finally number 244
could go get the crane car, so that Thomas and James could be rescued.
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Thomas had been wondering if everyone had forgotten about him. But he saw
Clarabel in the distance, and from her expression he knew something terrible had
happened. Oh, no! Thomas thought, a little panicked. “What’s happened now? I hope
everyone is all right,” he said out loud. “Clarabel, what’s wrong?” Thomas shouted. But
she was too far away and didn’t hear him.
He saw the maneuvering of the crane next to the Girard station, and didn’t know
what was going on until Black Bart came around to get the smaller crane car. That
looked like it would be a problem, because Thomas was in the way. Black Bart couldn’t
get past him, and from the other direction the crane car itself blocked the points.
“We’ll have to poll the crane car,” said the Foreman excitedly.
“What? That isn’t allowed!” exclaimed the Chief Engineer.
“What do you mean, ‘polling’,” asked Frank, who had come along to help.
“It’s when ya push a car with a pole. On another track from da one dat de engine
is on,” answered the Fat Engineer. “Good way for some ‘un to get hurt, if ya ain’t
careful.”
“It looks like we’ll have to,” declared the Station Manager.
“It’s my engine, though, and I don’t like it,” argued the Chief Engineer.
“You going to report that you need yet another engine because the one you chose
wasn’t good enough?” asked the Station Manager, staring him down.
The Chief Engineer didn’t have anything to say to that.
“I’m sure the Owner wants to hear …” the Station Manager continued.
“Enough!” The Chief Engineer cut him off. “I’ll let you do it. But you’d better
be very, very careful. Unlike what I’ve been seeing around here so far.”
The Foreman sent one of the workers to find the heaviest, strongest pole that he
could locate. The pole was wedged carefully into position so that when Black Bart
pushed, very, very gently on the pole, the crane car would move down the track close to
Thomas. The crane car didn’t have any poling sockets, so some improvisation was
necessary. It was a good thing the pole they found had a rubber tip on one end.
“Now forward, very gently,” the Foreman directed Black Bart’s driver.
Black Bart eased forward, pushing the crane car.

Finally, the crane car was close enough to Thomas. The crane car operator sprang
to the cab. The crane pivoted and set to work righting Thomas. With some considerable
effort Thomas was pulled upright, then onto the tracks.
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Thomas sighed with relief. He was so happy to be back on the rails, that he had
forgotten about some of the other problems that had been part of the day’s “special”
events. He had even forgotten about his missing roof. But he remembered that his
friends might be in trouble.

Instead of celebrating Thomas’s rescue, the Foreman ordered, “OK, let’s go get
that other one.”
Thomas was in operable condition, and it didn’t take long for the Fat Engineer
and his fireman to have him ready to go. They coupled to the crane car, and steamed to
the back loop where James lay on the Glendale grade tracks below.
“Oh my goodness! Thought Thomas. That looks really bad!
“Oh, poor me! I hurt! And nobody seems to care!” complained James sadly.
“We care! We’re here to rescue you,” called Thomas. “Hold on!”
Soon the Foreman, Station Manager, Chief Engineer, and workmen came along.
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James was soon upright and on the rails again. Frank and his fireman checked
James thoroughly, and called up that he could be operated, despite the nasty drop. He
had survived the fall pretty well after all.
“Are you sure?” the Chief Engineer called. “We could have one of the other
engines pull you back here. Or maybe tow you to the main station for repairs.”
“Naw, can’t push or pull dese engines,” the Fat Engineer said. “Wheels lock.”
“What? How’s that?” the Chief Engineer replied.
“Dunno. But if ya try to push, da wheels don’t turn.”
“Must be worm drive or something,” the Foreman added. “Odd for a steamer.”
The Chief Engineer mulled this over. “Huh! I never did get a chance to look at
the specifications on these things. Owner bought them without waiting for my advice.
As usual, I’m afraid. Don’t know why they’d be made that way. Cheaper, maybe.”
“Same for some of the diesels, I hear. Like that 2343.” said the Foreman.
“Well, yes. But it sure is inconvenient. A locomotive that can’t be towed.”
Fortunately, Frank’s assessment about James turned out to be accurate, and he
was able to steam by himself back up the grade to the yard. It took a while to straighten
everything out, but by the end of the day James was back on his siding with Annie and
Clarabel, ready for the next day’s run. Thomas and Black Bart were left nearby.

“That was a lot of trouble for repairing one piece of track,” observed Thomas.
“Seems everything is a lot of trouble sometimes,” added Black Bart wisely.
“I’m sorry I pushed you off the track,” James said to Thomas, finally. “Thank
you for bringing the crane for me. But, none of this mess would have happened if this
was a well run railroad. Like back on Sodor. And look! Nobody even bothered to pick
up my cab roof that came off when I took that fall. It’s probably still there on the
Glendale tracks, ready to be crushed and ruined when the local freight comes through.
“Maybe it will derail him,” giggled Annie.
“I dunno,” said Black Bart slowly. “I don’t want to wish more trouble on anyone.
Got enough of my own.”
“I just wish things would get back to normal,” said James. “Not that ‘normal’
means anything good around here!”
“But, that’s just the point!” exclaimed Thomas. “The point of the special. To
make things better. That one piece of track near the Glendale turnout has been replaced.
There are two more track sections on that flat car. So, two more troublesome curves will
be replaced. Like that one where you derailed. That almost happened to me once at that
same spot! It will get replaced. Things will get better. A ‘special’ was sent to repair the
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track. That means the Owner cares enough about us, and about Girard, to at least try to
make things better.”
“We’ll just have to wait and see about that!” James replied firmly.
“Yes, we will,” replied Thomas. “But, you know, we were all really Useful
today. You, James, got your passengers through even thought here were lots of hazards.
Black Bart was able to step in and help out when he was needed. Annie and Clarabel
kept their heads as usual and did their part. And I was able to help repair the track. We
were all really Useful today. That feels very good. But I sure do hope I get my roof
back, and you get yours back too, James.”
“Well, we can all agree on that!” answered James, as Annie and Clarabel laughed.
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The Landscaping Specials
After several pieces of track had been replaced in the Girard yards, Thomas
thought things would get back to normal. Each day James made two passenger runs to
Glendale. Thomas was busy shunting freight cars for pick up and taking those dropped
off to their sidings. The local freight train would also dump off barrels and milk, but
Thomas only had to worry about them when a barrel landed on the tracks.
But, clearly something more was up. Thomas heard the Station Manager say to
the Foreman, “The Big Day is coming up. Are we ready for it?” Thomas wondered,
what could be bigger than all the track work?

When Thomas had a chance, he asked his engineer, Frank, “What’s this ‘Big Day’
that the Foreman and Station Manager were talking about?”
“Oh, just some minor landscaping, I think,” Frank said. “Probably not much.”
“Then why would it be a ‘Big Day’?” asked Thomas, sure there was something
more.
“Dunno. Maybe he was being sarcastic,” Frank said. “The Foreman can be that
way, you know. When he isn’t just yelling.”
Frank’s fireman laughed. “Foreman’s big day will be when he’s got more people
to yell at, and be sarcastic with too!”
Thomas knew that the Foreman really got excited sometimes. And he thought he
knew what ‘sarcastic’ meant. But, he didn’t repeat his question since it was time to start
work.
The next day, Thomas’s friend Black Bart showed up at Girard. Thomas was
surprised; Black Bart was pulling the local freight! Usually that was the job of the diesel
named “Geep,” number 2338.
“Why are you pulling the freight?” Thomas asked. “Did something happen to
2338?”
Black Bart was slow in answering. He waited until his engineer went to check in
at the office. Then Black Bart replied, “No, nothing’s wrong with 2338. He’s pulling the
Special. The Chief Engineer didn’t think I would be able to get the special up the grade.”
“Oh,” Thomas answered. It seemed that Black Bart always seemed to be used
that way, to do some jobs only because he wasn’t able to do other more important.
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“I’m just not good on grades,” Black Bart finally said with a sigh.
“I hope you will get to keep pulling the local freight,” Thomas said
encouragingly. “That would be really useful!”
Thomas wondered, what would happen to Black Bart if he stopped being Useful?
The last time he was here he was a test engine to find bad spots in the trackwork because
his wheels tended to jump the track. Not exactly how one would want to be Useful.
Black Bart finally replied, interrupting Thomas’s disturbing thoughts, “Did you
see my new wheels?”
“What?” Thomas replied, not expecting this answer.
“My pilot wheels. My pilot wheels were replaced. I don’t derail on the curves
anymore, like when my wheels were so chipped up.”
“Oh! That’s good to hear!” Thomas replied with excitement. “That means the
Owner wants you, and you will be more Useful than ever now!”
“You think so?” asked Black Bart.
“I’m sure of it,” Thomas said confidently. “But, we’d better quiet down; here
comes the Foreman.”

The Foreman and Station manager were coming out of the office. They walked
over to where they could keep an eye on the unloading. “We’ll have this done quickly!”
shouted the little blue man maneuvering the barrels off of the car.
“In a jiffy!” added the big white man operating the loader.
“Well, you’d better pull the train up so that the car’s in the right place! You’ll
miss the platform if you unload there,” the Foreman said in a nasty tone. “The Geep’s
engineer knew how to do this job right!”
Black Bart’s engineer hastily climbed up into his cab, and moved the train up.
The barrels were unloaded, and Black Bart chuffed away back down the grade to Girard.
“Did you notice? Number 224 didn’t derail this time,” the Station manager said
to the Foreman.
“Good thing, with all the traffic due here today!” the Foreman replied. “Is the
crane ready?”
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“I told Becky that the correspondence can wait, next few days,” the Station
manager said. “I know you’ll need her.”
“You call?” asked Becky, who had just come up.
The Foreman answered, “Yeah. Becky, clock in, would you? Get the crane
ready. It’s gonna be a busy day for us all.”
“So, today’s it, huh?” she replied, her hands on her hips. “I guess that letter to the
Owner about the sad state of the rolling stock can wait?”
“It can wait,” the Station manager said.
“And the one about the lack of cooperation from Glendale? That can wait too?”
her toe started tapping.
“Becky, all that can wait!” the Station Manager replied irritably.
“Would you quit talking, Becky, and just clock in?” the Foreman demanded.
“Oh, all right. Better tell your boys to get the crane power jury rigged.”
“Not necessary,” the Station manager replied. “It’s got permanent power now.
The electricians were here a couple of days ago, don’t you remember?”
“Oh. Is that what they were doing? Well, finally!” Becky replied, then went into
the office to punch the time clock, and then climbed up to the crane.
Even as she was climbing, in came a train. Thomas could hear it, puffing up the
grade from Glendale. He listened intently. This was not Black Bart, and it wasn’t 2334,
the old steamer who pulled a passenger train on the main line. And it wasn’t James, who
was on his siding with Annie and Clarabel, waiting for the afternoon passenger run.
Why, there must be a new steam locomotive on this railroad, thought Thomas. Another
friend! he hoped with excitement.
Soon, the biggest steam locomotive Thomas had seen since he left Sodor came
into view! As big as Gordon, the most powerful locomotive on that island where Thomas
used to live. Maybe bigger! The massive engine was pulling one heavy lift flatcar,
loaded with two huge barrels. The train pulled up on the other side of the goods station
where the flatcar was unloaded with help from the crane. It was a struggle; the crane
could barely drag the drums off the car, and workers had to wedge them over. A heavy
load indeed, to need such a massive locomotive to pull that one car up the grade!
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After unloading, the new locomotive continued around the loop behind the
station. Thomas called to him, but he didn’t stop. He seems to be in a big hurry, thought
Thomas. He did see the number on the side of the engine’s cab, though. It was 726.

No sooner did this new engine pass Thomas, then here came another! This time it
was Thomas’s friend 2034. He was not pulling his usual passenger train, but several
freight cars with unusual loads. One flat car was dropped off right in front of Thomas.
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When 2034 pulled back to pick up his gondola and caboose, Thomas said, “Hello!
But, why are you here instead of pulling your passenger train? What’s all this about?”

“Another locomotive is pulling the express,” 2034 replied. “They needed me
today to haul these landscaping supplies. You wouldn’t believe the mess at the main
station with all these specials being staged! Glad to have a chance to see you again. May
be a while until next time, now that the Owner has a new locomotive to pull the express.”
Thomas was alarmed. “You won’t pull the Express? Why, is that diesel, the
streamliner 2332? Is he going to do that now? Oh, I do hope the owner isn’t going to
get rid of us steam engines.”
“Do you think the Owner has ever gotten rid of anything?” asked 2034. “No, I
don’t think you have to worry. Even the most useless junk! None of it ever thrown
away! But, I do hope I won’t be put back in storage, now that 746 is around.”
“Oh, you mean 726? Pulled a special in earlier. Just leaving as you came up the
grade.”
“No, that’s a Berkshire. A heavy freight hauler. 746 is a steam locomotive like
us, but streamlined. Really odd looking. But, oh, I have to go. A lot of business here
today, I can see.” With that, 2034’s engineer boarded, and wasted no time. The barrels
in the gondola were dumped on the ground near Thomas, and away he sped.
The whole day was filled with trains coming and going. Number 20 34 came by
again later with a dump car full of fluffy green stuff and another with what looked like
just dirt. He did not have time to visit, but left in a hurry. One of the last to come in was
a work train, pulled past James by diesel 2338, stopping in front of the station. It had two
cranes, not just one as the track repair special had.
“Now we can’t use the passenger station!” complained the Station Manager.
“You weren’t supposed to come until after the last passenger run to Glendale” he added.
“Not my problem,” replied 2338’s engineer who had just climbed down out of his
cab. “I work for the Chief Engineer. Said to get this train and his men to Girard. This is
Girard, isn’t it? Glendale Station Manager cleared me to come.”
“He would!” replied the Station manager testily.
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“Guess we’ll have to use the milk platform again,” the Foreman said. He directed
one of the workers who was rolling barrels around to post a sign for the passengers.
A few of them saw the sign, and with a bit of grumbling, passed James, Clarabel
and Annie on their way over to the milk platform, as the Fat Engineer and his fireman
prepared James for the run. “We ain’t no milk cans!” one particular grumpy man said to
himself loudly enough for everyone to hear.
James, who had not been able to see any of the activity during the day, was
irritated. “Why should the most important business here, taking passengers to and from
Glendale, have to use the milk platform?” he fumed. “Yet again!”
“Uh, James, there’s a big mess at the station,” Clarabel explained. She could see
the piles of barrels and other construction materials, while James could not. “The
passengers would be even more upset about that.”
Before James could get moving, though, here came Black Bart, who was pulling a
short train, another visit by the local freight with barrels and, wouldn’t you know it, milk!
Everyone had been in a big rush all day, and Black Bart’s engineer was no exception. He
pulled up and stopped suddenly. “Whack, Whack, Whack,” and the little white man in
the milk car tossed several cans of milk onto the platform amid the waiting passengers
before anyone could stop him.
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One man, hit by a flying milk can, tumbled to the platform. “I’m coming!” called
the doctor, who hurried past James to see if he was hurt. But, the man was able to get up
on his own. Black Bart hurried on past to drop off yet more barrels. He had difficulty
getting past the crane train, which had to be backed in front of James’s siding, delaying
his departure. “We’re going to be late!” he yelled.
“I don’t want to hear nuttin’ from you! We got too many problems already!” the
Fat Engineer anwered angrily. “You give me trouble and you’re done!”
Muted by this, all James could do was let loose a giant burst of steam in irritation.
After Black Bart finally left for Glendale, James was able to pick up his
passengers at the milk platform, and make his trip to Glendale. The express was late, so
he had to wait there too until a strange looking black locomotive with a red stripe pulled
up.
“Well! Who are you? And why are you late with my passengers?” demanded
James crossly.
“You! You stoopid red engin’! Not a peep, ya hear?” the Fat Engineer threatened
James again.
James sat there building up more steam to the boiling point. The other
locomotive made no reply. But as he sat, James was distracted from his frustration and
anger. Now that he looked at it, why, this was the most enormous engine he had ever
seen! Bigger than Henry, and even bigger than the new steam engine, number 726,
which had hauled that heavy load to Girard this morning. He had a nice red stripe down
his side. With yellow trim. James liked that color scheme, even if it was with black.

James decided to try again, maybe being nicer this time. But, he had to disguise
his voice by letting off a bit of steam, so the Fat Engineer wouldn’t hear. “Whoosh.
Whooaaat’s your name? I like your red ssssstripe, Whoosh!” James called. He didn’t
dare say more.
James had to wait a few minutes, but then he thought he heard a reply as the other
locomotive, too, blew off some steam while loading the last of its passengers. “Whoosh,
Whoosh, I’m 746,” the other engine answered.
James’s engineer pulled his whistle to signal that he was about to go. James took
advantage of the opportunity. “Naaaaaame?” he asked.
The other locomotive started to move first. James didn’t begrudge that; it was the
express after all. But, as he left the station, James thought he heard, “They call me
Pocahontasssssss.”
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As the express pulled away, James could see it’s train clearly. Why, it must be
the Silver sisters! He saw Silver Cloud, and Silver Range, and Silver Bluff, and…
What? Silver Dawn, the observation coach, was missing! The express thundered into the
tunnel.
As he made his way home to Girard, James hoped he would find Silver Dawn,
and give her a nice ride back up to Girard. That hope was soon dashed; the tracks were
empty.
“Well, that’s a relief!” commented Annie. “I was afraid we’d run into that Silver
Dawn floozy somewhere.”
“Oh, I know!” replied Clarabel sympathetically. “When I saw she was missing
from the express, I couldn’t help but worry that she was just waiting around on the tracks
somewhere.”
James decided he didn’t need to say anything. It wasn’t worth getting the Fat
Engineer mad at him. Then as he made his way up the grade, James thought about the
enormous streamlined steam locomotive that has been pulling the express. Pocahontas!
What a peculiar name! It sounded wrong. Not a good solid ordinary name like Henry, or
James, or Donald or even Thomas! Even Black Bart seemed like a good name for an
engine. Why would anybody even want a name like Pocahontas?
After the indignity of having to offload his passengers onto the milk platform,
James comforted himself by thinking that he would at least have a peaceful night.
Tomorrow things would be better, and he would be able to use the station once again.
All that mess of extra freight cars would be Thomas’s problem, not his. He was a
passenger locomotive.
Well, the night was not peaceful after all. It turned out that all of the day’s
activities were to get ready for a big building project to take place during the night! He
couldn’t sleep. Nobody could! “Crash!” There went a crane bumping into the sawmill.
“Crash!” The crane had dropped a barrel. “Crash!” There went the station. “Crash!”
Something else. And other noises: the cranes, hammers, saws, lumber splintering , and
men yelling! All night long.
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Clarabel tried to keep up a series of reports, but Annie finally said crossly, “Oh
Clarabel, it’s all just noise to me! I’ll see it in the morning.”
“You’re just upset because, for once, I get to see things first!” Clarabel snapped.
They both got mad and stopped talking. James was happy to have at least relief
from their arguing. But, there was still so much noise that he couldn’t sleep. He was
irritated at not knowing what exactly was going on. Thomas had said “Landscaping”
when telling James about the “Big Day” expected. Why, landscaping was a bit like
farming. Except for a tractor or two, and some animal noises maybe, fairly peaceful. Not
like this!
Thomas, on the other hand, had a good view of the entire proceedings. He
couldn’t see that well in the dark, though. But he could see that massive changes were
being made. He finally did sleep some despite the noise. In the morning, he suddenly
woke to silence. Maybe that was what woke him up; the grinding noise of the crane had
finally shut down.
There, before Thomas’s eyes, was a new and improved Girard!

The Girard passenger station was moved across the tracks, and the ground
between it and the freight station had been planted and a nice parking lot provided. That
had been a complaint he’d heard before, not enough parking. And, the crane was now on
rails; it could move back and forth between the tracks. There was even a tree!
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Thomas wondered at the changed scene. Some things were still as before, but
surely this was much nicer! Passengers would love coming to the station now to take the
train. They would have more business, and Girard would become more prosperous, and
they would have more cargo and trains….
Thomas became aware that the Station manager and Foreman were standing there,
also taking in the scene.
“Nice bit of work after all,” commented the Foreman. “Good to have all those
extra workers up from the Main Station. Couldn’t have done it without them. Wish we
could just let them sleep after all their hard work.”
“What do you mean? Why can’t we?” asked the Station Manager, surprised.
“Why, we need to clear that work train out of here immediately! There’s the
passenger run, and the local coming through…”
Just then, Becky, the Station Manager’s secretary (and crane operator) came up.
“I’m going to bed,” she stated. “But before I do, thought I’d better tell you, the files in
the passenger station are all over the place! It may look nice on the outside, but inside…”
“I don’t give a whistle what’s inside!” the Foreman said. “We have to get ready
for the passenger run!”
“Your problem. I’m clocking out. Been up 16 hours! I’m going home, and I’m
going to bed. Your mess if you want to use that station!” Becky turned on her heel and
walked off.
“Ah, use the milk platform again,” the Station Manager finally said. “We all need
a rest. Tell Frank to take care of it. Then, well, you need to get some sleep too.”
So, James used the milk platform again. Passage on the train was free, since the
tickets were all over the floor in the station and nobody wanted to clean it up. The
passengers were happy enough about that, and so curious about the changes, that they
didn’t complain. “Grand opening tomorrow!” James heard one of them shout.
James asked his engineer, Frank, if he would be able to use the station again
tomorrow. Frank was in a good mood. He had not been up all night like the Foreman,
the Station Manager, and the yard workers. “Why, yes! There will be a big party! And
the biggest moment will be when we pull up to the station and let the passengers board
the first train!”
James’s rivets nearly popped with pride. “And I’ll be pulling that first train!
Everyone will be looking at me!”
Thomas did his part to get ready for the next morning’s activities also. After the
work train pulled out, he pushed the cars that had brought the barrels and other supplies
for the landscaping out of the way. A few tired workers pitched in to help clean up and
make sure things would be at their best for tomorrow.
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The next day was a Saturday, and everybody turned out in the morning to see the
new landscaping and renovated station. There was a big crowd at the station itself, and
others in the parking lot. A fat politician decided that this was a good time to give a
speech. But, it was hard to hear him because the cheerleaders were shouting for
everybody to cheer. “Give me a ‘G’!” The crowd yelled “G!” “Give me an ‘I’!” “I!”
And so on, to spell out “Girard.” Many in the crowd preferred to watch the cheerleaders
rather than listen to the politician.

Thomas had a good view of all this. He could see that back toward the goods
station, someone had found a barrel that had been sent to Girard with the others by
mistake, and some liquid was leaking out of it. Two track workers had put it up on some
scraps of rail, and men were catching the leaking fluid in cups, and drinking it! It must
be OK, since they seemed to be laughing as they drank it.
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Then things really got exciting as James backed into the station, with Clarabel in
the lead. The cheerleaders yelled, “Give me a ‘C’,” and everyone yelled “C!” “Give me
an ‘L’” and so forth. “What have we got? Clarabel!” Then for Annie. Passage was free.
Nobody had cleaned up inside the station yet. As James departed for Glendale, he made
an extra loop around the yard past Thomas, while the cheerleaders yelled, “Number
Five!” And the crowd yelled of “Five!” excitedly. Then “Annie!” and after that
“Clarabel!” as the train passed by. It was like a parade!

This was so exciting! Thomas couldn’t help but think that James was very
pleased. And he was happy too. Obviously the Owner thought enough of Girard, and his
railroad, to invest in new landscaping. And also, he had brought in another steam engine,
726. Thomas hoped to make his acquaintance soon. Yes, things were getting better and
better! Lots of people and trains had been very useful, and made the Big Day happen.
Thomas told himself that, yes, he could be happy here.
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The Unscheduled Special
Several days passed after the Big Day, the Grand Opening of the renovated Girard
station. Thomas had not had a chance to talk to James yet. But, by happy coincidence,
Thomas was waiting near the passenger station when James came up with Annie and
Clarabel to load passengers for his morning run to Glendale. The Assistant Stationmaster
had told James’s engineer to wait while someone was checking the wheels on the tender.
“Hello, James! How do you like the new Girard station and landscaping? A bit
of all right, isn’t it?” Thomas said with enthusiasm.

James was a bit distracted. His tender had derailed a few times recently, usually
on the points near the station. So, at first he didn’t take notice of Thomas. He was sure
his tender was fine, and irritated at the delay. When Thomas repeated himself, James
finally answered, “It was a nice party, but as usual everything was done wrong.”
“What? Wrong? What do you mean? Girard looks terrific now!” Thomas
answered, shocked at James not also being thrilled at the improvements.
“You think so? Well, can’t expect a tank engine to understand. But, a lot of
things were done wrong, and now things are worse than it used to be!”
“I don’t understand! What’s wrong?” asked Thomas, mystified.
“Shall I make you a list? Let’s see. First, it’s ridiculous to put the station where it
is now. It was much better where it was before.”
“What? Why is that?”
“Well, there’s a cliff on the front side, so if a person goes out the door, there’s a
good chance he’ll fall off the cliff. Far enough for the doctor not to be much help,
because the doctor can’t get down there. No railing, either. Of course! Then, the station
is across the tracks from where the parking lot is. So, with me at the station, passengers
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can’t get from the parking lot to the station. And, did you see how far the station
platform is from the cars now? Passengers have to jump, and you can’t roll baggage up
to the doors, like you could before. Oh, and now you can’t see the signal light for that
siding, the one you like to sit on, when approaching from the opposite side of the station.
Then, some idiot made the road to the station only one lane wide. It’s very bumpy going
over the tracks. I’m always afraid I’ll hit a muffler or a lost auto wheel there. No
crossing signal, either. And the crane tracks are wrong; the crane should go parallel to
the tracks, not crosswise.”

“Wait!” Thomas said. “How could things be so much nicer looking, but wrong?
Are you sure these things are really problems? There wasn’t a signal at the crossing
before, either. And the road is no worse than it was. It’s at least a little bit better.”
Thomas was trying to stay cheerful, but it was hard with James finding so many faults.
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“Don’t interrupt! I’m not finished. The road goes under the crane, so there’s a
good chance for cars to get dented or leave wreckage on the tracks. Then, there’s the
crane’s power; it’s now led right beside the tracks where you might snag it, and probably
will since you wouldn’t think to be careful about it. There’s also the things that should
have been fixed but were not. Like no signal for the Glendale grade, and that junky old
guard van taking up space on that siding where you sit idle most of the time.”
“Hey, that’s not junk! That’s Meccanna!” a small voice cried. It was little Ann
Hood, who had been listening to James blowing off steam.
“Little girl, I don’t need you explaining anything,” James interrupted haughtily.
“Meccanna is the name of the guard van,” Thomas explained to James. “It’s no
problem…”
“I’m a person! You shouldn’t talk like that to me,” Ann interrupted angrily.
Turning to her dog, she commanded, “Ruff, go get him!”
Ruff approached James’s pilot wheel warily to take a sniff.
“No!” James reacted. “No! I have to go,” he said, finally noticing the Assistant
Stationmaster giving the signal that he could pull up to board passengers. With a hiss of
steam, James moved forward and out of danger.

“It’s OK, Ruff. That James is just a nasty engine,” Ann said. “Who does he think
he is, talking to me like that! And calling Meccanna junk!”
“He means well, and he’s been good at pulling the passenger train,” Thomas said
in James’s defense. One has to stick up for one’s mates. Even if James was being
irritating. James and he were the only engines from Sodor here.
“Well, I like Meccanna. She has been a good clubhouse. I like to imagine that
we are taking trips in her. Trips to places far, far away!” Ann replied dreamily.
Thomas was aware that Ann and a few friends had been playing on the old guard
van at the end of his track. At first just Anne and her dog visited it. Then a few friends
joined her and played there too.
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Occasionally the Foreman would complain that the guard van, he called it a
caboose, prevented a second freight car from using that siding. But the Station Manager
would say, “No harm done. We have space for two on the other side.”
Then yesterday, there was a problem. Some bigger kids had come along. A boy
pushed his bicycle up onto the guard van platform, and hit Ann, knocking her out the
other side and onto the ground.

The other big children ran away, as a woman came rushing up to see if Ann was
OK.
“What is going on here?” the woman demanded, and helped Ann to her feet.
“This little girl was playing on this old piece of junk, and fell. She’s too little to
play in a place like this,” the boy said in a snide voice.
“Well, we will just see about that! You shouldn’t be here either! Too dangerous
for children!” the woman told him, as she went looking for the Station Manager. As soon
as he could, the boy rode his bicycle away in another direction. After the woman
complained about the children playing on the old caboose, the Station Manager came
back to see for himself what was going on. He found Ann, who was crying.
“You won’t make me leave, will you? Leave Meccanna? That boy pushed me; I
wasn’t doing anything wrong. I’m careful! And I’m not too little. Meccanna needs
someone to talk to. She’s lonely on the end of this siding.”

“Now there, there, child,” the Station Manager said. “I don’t want anybody to get
hurt. If someone was to get hurt, you see, they would sue the railroad, and the Owner
would have to pay out a lot of money, and might even have to close down the railroad!”
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“Please let me play here! I promise I’ll be careful. And I won’t sue anybody!
Even if that boy pushes me and I get hurt! I promise!” Ann pleaded.
“I don’t think I can allow you to play on that old caboose anymore,” the Station
Manager said, in a tone as kind as he could manage. “You can come visit if you want,
but you will have to stay on the platform.”
In the evening after the day’s work was done, Thomas heard Frank, the Station
Manager, and the Fat Engineer talking about the incident with Ann earlier. He hoped
Ann would still come to see him, and Meccanna. He had never heard Meccanna speak,
but Ann said that she did speak to her.
So now, after seeing James complete his round trip to Glendale, Thomas did a bit
of switching, and had returned to his siding to pick up a truck that needed to go back to
the main station. Thomas’s job was to get that truck down to Glendale. His engineer
Frank called it a “boxcar.” Nobody here ever called a truck a truck. They called a Lorry
a truck, for some reason. One of those odd different uses of words here. One of the
truck’s couplers didn’t work. It would always open when it should remain coupled.
Thomas backed into the siding to couple to the good end.
Frank looked back, and noticed that there were several children on the platform
near the old caboose. None of them were on the caboose, so he didn’t concern himself
over it. He went into the office to check and make sure the track to Glendale was clear.
Meanwhile, there was quite an argument going on among the children.
“It’s all your fault! And you’re a bad boy!” Ann told the older boy. “If you
hadn’t pushed me, we’d still be able to play on Meccanna.”
“Meccanna? You have a name for this old piece of junk?” the boy asked in a
mocking tone. “You’re a silly little girl.”
“Yes! And she’s not junk! She’s wonderful.”
“Oh, it’s a she, is it? And does she sing lullabies to you?” the boy continued.

“No! Not lullabies. And stop teasing me!” Ann replied, stomping her foot.
“Come on, Joey, leave her alone,” another girl spoke up.
“Does the sweet junk caboose sing to you, too, Sally?” the boy asked dripping
with sweetness. “I suppose you sing duets with her.”
“Just leave us alone!” Ann shouted angrily.
“OK. I’ll just get up on this old caboose and tell her to stop talking to you!
That’s what I’ll do!” Joey told her.
“No! If I’m not allowed to get up on her, you can’t either!” Ann exclaimed,
shocked and mad at his gall.
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“Just watch me!” he said. Joey got off of his bicycle, looked around, stepped up
onto the caboose platform, then stepped down again and remounted his bike. “See, I can
do what I want whether you can or not. You’re afraid. Afraid you’ll be sent off to a
reformatory. I dare you to get on that old caboose! I double dare you!”
None of the children had noticed Frank come out of the office. It was just as
Anne determinedly stepped up onto the caboose platform, followed by her dog Ruff, that
Frank began backing Thomas, letting loose with the whistle as he did so.
The loud whistle startled all of the children. Ruff jumped, knocking Ann down,
and she fell in through the door of the caboose. Joey sped away on his bicycle. Ann’s
friend Debbie called, “Ann! You have to get off! Where are you!”
Crash! Frank must have been distracted by the boy speeding away on his bike.
Thomas bumped into the coupler as intended, but then continued back and the boxcar
bumped hard into the old caboose, which then hit the bumper at the end of the track.
Ann, who was just getting to her feet, was knocked down again.
“We have to help her!” Sally cried, and jumped onto the platform, followed a bit
more reluctantly by Debbie.
Frank wasn’t worried. He knew that the boxcar wouldn’t couple. The coupler on
it was broken, and the old caboose didn’t have the right kind of coupler anyway. So, he
pulled out of the siding and set off toward Glendale with the boxcar. But, what he didn’t
know was that the force of the impact had pushed part of the caboose’s coupler up and
under the boxcar’s frame. So, as he pulled out, the caboose followed, with Anne, Ruff,
Sally, and Debbie all aboard.

Anne was still on the floor inside, trying to get up. Sally rushed to the rear
platform, where she and Debby looked for a way to get down, but by then they were
beyond the platform, and it would be dangerous to jump.
Ruff barked at some workers near the station and the passengers on the platform.
Everybody was surprised to see a dog as the conductor for a train. “Hey, look at that!”
they said. And, “Why are they using that funny old caboose?”
It wasn’t until the train passed that they saw Sally and Debbie, who called, “Help!
We need the train to stop so we can get off!”
Just past the station, Ann managed to get to her feet and joined Ruff on the
forward platform. “Looks like we’re going for a ride, Ruff!” she said. Ann wasn’t
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scared; she was excited! This was like what she had imagined. “I hope we go all the way
to the North Pole!” she exclaimed.

“Ann! We yelled for help! But nobody could get the engineer to stop!” Sally
called to Ann urgently.
“It’s OK. Don’t be afraid! We’re going for a ride!” Ann called back, her eyes
aglow. “We can’t get into any more trouble! And, Thomas will take care of us. I know
he will. I hear Meccanna calling him.”
Thomas was approaching the far loop, when he heard a voice he didn’t recognize.
“Thomas! We have passengers!”
Thomas said to himself softly, “Who is that?” He didn’t expect a goods truck to
sound nice and gentle like the voice did. “Frank? Do we have passengers?” he asked his
engineer.
Frank was dumfounded. “What? Thomas? Passengers?”
“Frank, we might have passengers. I just heard someone say so.”
Frank wondered if maybe someone had been in the boxcar. It was a “Baby Ruth”
boxcar, and precautions had been taken to keep children from breaking in to pilfer the
candy. Strong locks were on the doors. But you never know. Maybe a door had been
opened, and somebody climbed in. He looked out the side window as the train came
around the curve. Why, there was a caboose on his train! Then he understood. That old
caboose at the end of the siding. Maybe some children were on it. Well, he would just
double back around the loop and return to the freight station. Those children were in big
trouble after being told not to play on that old caboose anymore!

There was only one problem with getting back to the station. The points of the
turnout would be set to take his train to Glendale, as planned. But as he approached the
turnout, Frank was pleased to see the switch was set to straight, so that he could loop
back. Somebody at the station had been alert and had set the switch to keep his train in
the Girard yard.
Anne, too, saw that the switch was set to return to the Girard station. “But I want
to go to Glendale!” she told Ruff. She thought to herself, Maybe if I wish really, really
hard, I can go to Glendale after all.
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It was too good to be true! Just as the train approached the turnout, the caboose
finally worked itself loose from the boxcar, and coasted along after it. And, for some
reason, the turnout to Glendale suddenly switched just after the boxcar cleared! Thomas
and the boxcar might be going back to the station, but Meccanna, Ann, Ruff, Sally and
Debbie were headed for Glendale!
“Hurrah! Hold on! We’re going for a ride to Glendale!” Ann shouted to her
friends. “We’re an Unscheduled Special!”

Indeed they were! Thomas was pulling to a stop, since James and the passenger
train were immediately ahead. He and Frank were shocked to see the old caboose that
had been on his siding coasted down the grade, gathering speed as it went.
“What happened?” asked Clarabel, concerned when she saw the worried look on
Thomas’s face.”
“Runaway guard van,” Thomas replied. “Little Ann Hood and her friends are
aboard!”
“Oh dear,” exclaimed Clarabel. “James! We must get to the station and tell
someone! It’s an emergency!”
“Well, I would be able to call over to the station myself, if it was where it used to
be!” remarked James. He did whistle. People looked, but nobody paid attention, They
were all still looking toward the far end of the loop where Thomas was, looking for the
children they had seen pass the station. Nobody knew where they were now.
Meanwhile, Meccanna and her young passengers coasted down the grade, going
faster and faster down the grade. The children cheered again and again. It was exciting
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indeed! They came to the big curve. “Meccanna says to hang on tight!” Ann warned her
friends. Around the curve they came.
“Like a roller coaster!” Sally commented. Yes, this was quite a ride!
As the track leveled out, they gradually coasted to the junction with the main line
near Glendale. “Uh Oh!” Ann said. The points were set to take them onto the main line,
rather than the siding where trains from Girard usually went. They gasped as they
gradually coasted to a stop on the main line, just past the turnout.
“I’d better keep a lookout toward the rear,” Sally said, as Ann, Debby, and Ruff
looked down the main line towards Glendale.

The little caboose and its passengers might have been safe on the Girard grade
track, but they were definitely not safe on the main line near Glendale, a track that came
from the Main Station and was heavily used. “I hear a train!” called Sally. “It sounds
like a big steam engine! It’s coming this way!”
Maybe the track here was not as flat as it appeared. For some reason, Meccanna
started rolling again, slowly at first, then a bit faster.
“Here it is!” shouted Sally. Then there was a blast of the huge locomotive’s
whistle as its fireman spotted the old caboose on the line ahead as he came around the
curve. “Screech!” He put the brakes came on hard, but the big engine, with passenger
cars behind it, could not stop instantly.

Fortunately, the Express had begun to slow anyway for the stop at Glendale.
With the caboose rolling ahead, the engine hit it with only a small jar that did not knock
any of the girls down. The engineer decided that he could safely push the caboose slowly
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ahead to Glendale, and so that’s what he did. The Express came into the station with
Meccanna first, with Anne waving to the surprised passengers.

“Well, that was great fun! But I guess we’re in trouble now. I will be, anyway,”
Ann said to Sally and Debby.
The Glendale Station Manager rushed out the door. “What are you girls doing?
You are all very bad! Stealing valuable rolling stock, creating a hazard, and causing no
end of trouble! I’ve called the Police!”
“We didn’t mean to,” Sally explained. “It was all an accident.”
“You can tell that to the Judge! He’ll know what to do with you! Probably send
you to the juvenile detention center!” The Station Manager was red in the face and
yelling loudly, as the passengers all stepped back away. “Wait in my office!” he
commanded. He pushed them inside. “What can I do about that junk caboose now?”
“She’s not junk!” Ann protested. “She helped protect us!”
“Nonsense!” the Station Manager said, as he closed the door and locked them in
his office. “Now how am I going to get that stupid car out of the way of the Express?”
The Glendale Station Manager’s problem was soon solved. Thomas pulled up at
the other platform just then with his boxcar. Frank and Thomas had given chase as soon
as he saw that the caboose had passed them headed down the grade. But it took a bit of
time to reverse, set the points of the Glendale turnout manually, then do the same for the
turnout at the junction to come in on the back platform at the Glendale station.

As soon as he arrived, Frank rushed into the station. “Are the children all right?”
he asked, when he found the Station Manager.
“No. They are in a heap of trouble. But, no, they are not injured, if that’s what
you mean. I’ve called the Police,” the Glendale Station manager told Frank. “And now,
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as you are here with a switch engine. Get that junk caboose out of my way. Right now!
It’s blocking the line. Do it now! Or I’ll have the Express knock it to Kingdom Come!”
Frank understood that clearing the main line had to be done right away. But he
was very upset that the girls were in trouble. He should have checked to make sure the
caboose was left behind when he pulled out. It wasn’t their fault; it was his. But it
wouldn’t do any good to tell the Glendale Station Manager that. “They are safe,” he told
his fireman. “But that Station Manager is going to make a Federal Case out of it!”
Thomas was happy to hear that his friend Ann Hood and her friends were indeed
safe. But, he was afraid that she wouldn’t be allowed to visit him anymore. But, there
was no time to think about it. There was work to be done.
Detaching the boxcar, Thomas backed up to the caboose, which was made
secure to him with ropes since the coupler didn’t mate. Then, Thomas pulled the caboose
around the loop and off the main line. The Express went on its way as soon as the track
was clear. The Glendale Station Manager had to supervise the whole thing, telling Frank
exactly what to do, even how to tie the knots in the rope. “You people on the staff at
Girard just don’t know how to do anything!” he explained. “Always making a mess,
sending unwanted cars down the track, and always derailing at my station.”

Frank was getting madder and madder, but kept himself from saying something
back to the Station Manager. He wondered what would happen to the girls, but knew it
was useless to say anything to try to defend them. He needed to get back to Girard and
explain there. Surely someone would be wondering, and the Glendale Manager wouldn’t
bother to phone until later. Much later.
On the way back up the grade, Thomas whispered to Meccanna, “Thank you for
saving my friends, especially Ann.”
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Meccanna answered quietly, “They are all my friends too. I do hope they aren’t
in trouble.”
When Thomas got back to Girard, the Station Manager knew what had happened.
“Ann Hood called,” the Station Manager told Frank. “It seems she borrowed the
Glendale Station Manager’s phone, and called to let us know. Becky answered the
phone, and Ann gave her a full report. Becky said she had a few interesting remarks
about the Station Manager down there, too. The main thing is that everyone is safe.
Now, what exactly happened? Come on into my office and tell me about it.”
While the Station Manager and Frank were in the office, Thomas told James,
Annie, and Clarabel about everything.

“Wouldn’t have happened if this was a well run railroad!” James remarked.
“What was I telling you earlier? Even when they make improvements, things get messed
up! Somebody could have been hurt if the Express hit that caboose and derailed.”
“But, there are improvements. The Owner cares. He’s given money and attention
to the railroad. Things are getting better!” Thomas protested.
“The landscaping does look good,” James admitted. “And, it was nice having that
celebration. But, nothing ever gets done right. Did you notice? They didn’t even know
my name. They cheered for ‘Number Five.’ Number five indeed! That’s correct, of
course, but my name is James. Why isn’t anything ever done right? Even a celebration!
And, you’d think they could have had a marching band, too!”
Thomas decided there was no point arguing. Some engines just want to be
unhappy. That was James. But, Thomas knew that he could find reasons for happiness.
Ann Hood was safe. He had heard Meccanna talk, and she had helped save the day. It
seemed that she would be a new friend. And then there was that enormous streamlined
engine pulling the Express, who might become another new friend. The Owner was
indeed improving the railroad! He apparently liked steam engines. Thomas knew of at
least six of them on this railroad now: James, Black Bart, 2334, the “Berkshire” 726, the
big steam engine he had just seen at Glendale, and himself. Thomas was glad that he had
chosen to be happy. He was Useful, too, and that helped make him happy. Even better
things were bound to happen in the future.
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The Long Distance Special
Several weeks after the landscaping excitement in Girard, affairs settled back
down to a routine, but there was never really a “routine.” James held the opinion that on
a poorly run railroad, things are never routine. Thomas had to agree. There were still
things that went wrong or required a bit of unusual activity almost every day. Goods cars
derailed, the wrong boxcar would be picked up, or Thomas would still be on the loop
when the daily freight came through. James got stuck on the turnout yet again, and a
piece of tree that was loose after the landscaping job got stuck in his wheels. Thomas
told James this made his job more interesting. But, James said he preferred routine.
The day got off with a surprise when Thomas was moving a boxcar that he
thought was going to be picked up by the local freight. But, near the station, the Fat
Engineer was hailed. Thomas stopped right there. The fireman kept things ready while
the Fat Engineer jumped down from the cab and went into to the office.

“Hello, Thomas!” a friendly voice called.
Thomas looked around. Why, there on the platform was his friend Ann Hood, the
girl who had been on the runaway guard van a few weeks ago, right after the landscaping
celebration. Ann had gotten in trouble for that!
“Hello, Ann.” He called back. “Are you making a trip today?”
Thomas was sorry he had asked, because Ann suddenly went from being happy
to, he thought, being sad.
“Yes,” she replied. “I’m being sent away.”
“It wasn’t Ann’s fault! I keep telling everybody!” insisted her friend Sally, who
was there to say goodbye to Ann.
“Ahem,” murmured an older gentleman in a grey coat.
“Oh, Uncle J.B.,” Ann said swiftly. “This is Thomas. He’s a very good engine!
He’s my friend! Thomas, this is my Uncle J.B.”
“Pleased to meet you, Thomas,” J.B. said solemnly.
“Thomas, could you pull the passenger train today? To Glendale? Uncle J.B. is
seeing me off there.”
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“I’m afraid I can’t, Ann,” Thomas replied. “That’s James’s job.” Thomas was
sorry he had to disappoint Ann. Should he suggest a change of duties for the day to the
Fat Engineer? No, James wouldn’t like that. It wouldn’t be routine.
“Will you take care of Meccanna? She’s been such a good friend.” Ann asked
anxiously.
Thomas knew that Meccanna was the old guard van that Ann used for a
clubhouse, and was a special friend to her. Right now Meccanna was on a siding at
Glendale.
“I’ll do my best,” he promised.
They lapsed into silence. But, a station platform is not usually a quiet place.
Other passengers were milling around. Thomas heard a lady nearby talking to the
Assistant Station manager.

“I’m Phoebe Snowe; I wish to go,
upon a trip to Buffalo.
To keep my dress all nice and white,
does your railroad use anthracite?”
Thomas thought this quite odd. It was as if the lady was speaking in verse.
Where was Buffalo? It must be quite a ways away. She would need a long distance
express. And what was “anthracite?”
“Miss, this is Northeastern Pennsylvania. That’s the only kind of coal we’ve
got!”
Oh, thought Thomas. This stony coal here, unlike that good Welsh coal he
remembered from Sodor, must be called “anthracite.” Ugh! He much preferred softer
coal. It was what he had always known, before coming here.
The conversation continued with the lady asking,
“To Buffalo I wish to go,
and so now, please, I need to know:
about connections, am I right?
Would they also use anthracite?”
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Thomas was surprised by the lady’s persistence on the matter of types of coal.
But apparently the assistant station manager knew how to handle the request. “Yes,
Ma’am. All the way to Buffalo. You’ll connect to the Lackawanna at Scranton.”
This seems to have been the answer she was looking for, and she turned and went
in to buy a ticket. About that time, the Fat Engineer came back. “About time!” the
fireman muttered. “We’re going to make the passenger train late!”
But before the Fat Engineer could climb aboard, the Foreman hurried up. “When
you get to Glendale, pick up that caboose, too! The manager down there has been
screaming about it on the phone for weeks now.”
“Huh? Thought da thing had to stay put. Evidence, or somethin’” the Fat
Engineer replied.
“That’s all done. So bring it back here. We’ll have to shove it back on the
siding,” the Foreman said.

“How’s I supposed to do dat? Couplers don’t meet!” the Fat Engineer
complained with a frown.
“I don’t care!” the Foreman exploded. “Tie it with a rope. That’s what Frank did
before. Or a chain. Anything, but get the thing back here! Apparently the manager
down there is threatening to get the Owner involved. And then the Station Manager will
get it, and it flows downhill from there. So…”
The Foreman’s answer was cut off by an irritated blast from James, who had just
come up with his train. He wasn’t happy to find Thomas in front of his station. “Get out
of my way, Thomas!” James shouted with his whistle again.
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The Foreman yelled back at James and his engineer. The Fat Engineer got back
aboard Thomas and started forward.
“No, you fool! You get out of My way! Back up!” James yelled at Thomas with
another still another blast of his whistle.
Thomas really didn’t know why he had started forward, but the Fat Engineer, with
a several curses and a shake of his fist, reversed him and started to back up.
“Aren’t you supposed to back into the station?” Thomas asked James.
“This is such a stupid railroad!” James snapped. “There’s some new trucks on the
far loop. No, old junk trucks, but passes for ‘new’ here. I think the gondola is derailed.
Damaged the track. I have to pull in this way so I can back to the Glendale turnout and
go forward down the grade. Why, who ever heard of passenger trains having to back
down so far? It’s not dignified!”
Thomas backed away from the passenger station.
“Now we gotta back all da way to the grade!” complained the Fat Engineer.
Oh, Thomas thought. He was going to be backing quite a ways too. James had
been right about problems on the far loop it seemed. Thomas didn’t mind going
backwards; it was part of doing shunting. Oops. He had used the Sodor word; they
called it switching here. He did find himself quite often running backward. He didn’t see
why James was so upset.
“We gotta haul ‘dis boxcar to Glendale,” the Fat Engineer told his fireman.
“Local’s not comin’ here with da far loop closed.”
Thomas was happy to hear that he’d be going to Glendale. It had been a while
since he had been there. He was glad he would be getting out of the yard for a longer
trip. While James loaded passengers, Thomas set out. After backing to the turnout,
Thomas headed down the grade and soon passed the Glendale station on the main line.
Quite a few passengers were waiting there. Thomas also noticed that the old guard van,
Meccanna, who had been the “unscheduled special” of a few weeks ago, was on the far
siding usually used by trains from Girard.

Thomas didn’t stop in front of the station because James would be here soon. The
Fat Engineer instead backed him onto the siding in front of the guard van.
“Now how’s we supposed to get dat thing?” the Fat Engineer asked himself.
He didn’t have time to think about it long because the Glendale station manager
came up right away.
“You get that boxcar and caboose out of here!” he demanded. “I need that track!”
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“I’m supposed to get the caboose,” the Fat Engineer acknowledged. “But you
can keep da boxcar. Gotta be picked up by da local.”
“I don’t care about the local. You take it right back with you!” demanded the
Glendale Station Manager. But, he had to go back to the station just then, as James came
in with his passenger train.
James seemed to be in a better mood. “Oh, hello Thomas! What are you doing
here? Are you going to finally get that guard van out of the way?”

“Yes, and drop off this boxcar,” Thomas replied.
Just then, here came another train! It was the Express!
The locomotive pulling the Express, Number 2034, put on his brakes hard with a
screech. He came to a stop right in front of James. “What are you doing on my track?”
he demanded, nose to nose with James. “You must be running late! I have to load
passengers! Get out of my way!”
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“I have to unload and load passengers too!” James retorted.
James was upset, but the Station Manager was livid. “Get this train away from
the platform!” he yelled at Frank, James’s engineer. “Back out of here right now! The
Express can’t be delayed!”
“But I’m not finished…” Frank started to explain.
“I said NOW!” shouted the Station Manager.
Thomas could hear the anger in James’s puffing as he had to back down yet again.
There were angry shouts from the passengers too. Frank backed James and his train
away from the platform , then pulled forward onto the Glendale loop to clear the way for
the Express.
“Things haven’t been routine at Girard,” Thomas told his friend 2034 in
explanation. “There’s a blocked loop track at Girard, and the guard van on the siding we
usually use here has caused problems too.”
“I know there are problems. Everyone has problems. But the Express must get
through!” answered 2034. “Oh. I see the track is clear now. Good to see you again
Thomas, but time to go.” The Express finally pulled into the station as anxious
passengers prepared to board. Thomas could hear the Station Manager re-emphasizing
his demand to the Fat Engineer that the boxcar and caboose be moved immediately after
the way was clear.

Soon the Express was on its way. James came around the loop to get back to the
station platform. He was so angry he wouldn’t even look at Thomas. James wasn’t the
only one upset! Clarabel followed James, then Annie was at the rear. Usually Annie was
first. Thomas could tell she was quite upset.
“Oh dear! This is most distressing!” complained Annie.
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Finally, James set off for Girard, and things quieted down.
“We’ll move da boxcar to da other side o’ da caboose, then come back for da
caboose. No hurry,” the Fat Engineer explained to his fireman as he opened the throttle.
But, as Thomas pulled away, apparently the guard van snagged on the coupler of the
boxcar. Thomas could feel the extra pull. Fortunately it let go before he crossed the
turnout, so he didn’t think he needed to say anything to the Fat Engineer, who must not
have noticed.

As Thomas passed the Glendale platform, he could see why the Station manager
was not directing and interfering as he usually did. The only people left on the platform
were little Ann Hood, her uncle, and the Station Manager. Apparently the Station
Manager was taking advantage of this last opportunity to tell Ann what a bad girl she had
been, and how it was a good thing she was being sent far away. And her little dog, too!
Thomas could hear that Uncle J.B. was angry too, and had some things to say
back to the Station Manager.

“Poor girl. Bein’ put away like dat,” the Fat Engineer sighed as they passed. He
pulled out his red handkerchief and wiped his eyes. He must have gotten some soot in
them.
“Looks like they somehow missed the Express,” the fireman added. “They gonna
have to wait all day for the next train, with that jerk Station Manager harpin’ at ‘em all
the time.”
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Thomas eventually got to the back siding, and had just uncoupled from the
boxcar, when here came another train! He listened carefully. Why, here was yet another
locomotive, and the puffing, why, it sounded familiar! No, it couldn’t be, he thought.
That sounds just like Henry, from Sodor! It wasn’t Henry, though, but instead a
magnificent red locomotive, that except for color looked very much like Henry.

“Hello! I’m Thomas! Who are you?” Thomas greeted the new engine. He
wondered, was this another engine from England?
“Oh, hello there, mate. A British engine are ye? In these parts? Thomas is it?
I’m Hogwarts Castle. I’m pulling a Special Express to King’s Cross Station.”
Thomas was speechless in amazement. King’s Cross Station! Blimey; that had to
be a long way away!
“Strange place here. Long way to travel to pick up a passenger. But there are
several of ‘em from over here now, in different towns. This is Glendale, is it?”
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When Thomas finally found his voice, the questions flooded out. “Why, you are
from England? And going back there? King’s Cross, that’s London, isn’t it? Do you go
to Sodor too? Do you know Henry? And Gordon? How did you get here? How do you
get back there? Is there a way I could go back to England too?” Thomas would have
continued, but Hogwarts Castle interrupted.
“Hold up a bit, little friend,” he said. “Yes, I’m bound for King’s Cross, London,
after this pick-up. I’ll board the rest of the students there, and then it’s up to Hogwarts.
It’s a school for special students. Never went to Sodor. Where’s that? If it’s in England,
some other train would bring them to King’s Cross Station. I make the special pick-ups.
I’m the Long Distance Special, you might say. Oh! Signal to go. Well, I’m off! Maybe
see you again some day. Cheerio!”
Thomas was thrilled to have met Hogwarts Castle, but wished he could have had
a longer conversation! So many questions were unanswered. So many puzzles. Could
one really go from here to England? Could he? Was it possible to get back to Sodor?
The big express puffed out of the station, gathering speed. Then, to Thomas’s
surprise, at the end of the train was the guard van, Meccanna! How did that happen?

“Goodbye, Thomas! It’s been nice to know you! But, I’m going with Ann to
England!” she called.
Thomas again was shocked out of speech. “Goodbye!” he called. But, oh, he
wished he could say more. Like “Come back and tell us how we can go back to England
too!” Or “Say hello to all our friends on Sodor!” There was so much he didn’t know to
say or ask! Or have time to ask. Meccanna disappeared down the main line. Oh, how he
missed home, the Island of Sodor!
“Was dat da caboose we was supposed to fetch?” the Fat Engineer asked. He
seemed to be shocked too.
The fireman hopped out and looked. “Well, it’s not here on the siding anymore.
Must be it. Sure seemed to be the one.”
“Den let’s git outa here afore dat Station Manager finds us!” the Fat Engineer
exclaimed, and eased the throttle open. The fireman had to run to jump aboard in time.
“Hey you, wait!” came a voice from the platform, but Thomas just kept going,
and was soon back in Girard. He was left near the station while the Fat Engineer went to
the office to explain why he hadn’t brought the caboose back. That gave Thomas a
chance to tell James, Annie, and Clarabel about meeting Hogwarts Castle, and the
mysterious escape of the guard van back to England.
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“I don’t believe it!” said James. “That engine was just pretending, to pull a joke
on a silly stupid little tank engine like you. Haven’t you figured it out by now? We’re
nowhere close to England. You can’t get from here to there. There’s an ocean in
between. How do you think that express is going to get there? Rails on the ocean?
Magic? Such foolishness!”
“Did he really look like Henry?” Clarabel asked, with a sigh.
Thomas could answer that, but he didn’t know what to say to James. “Yes,
Clarabel, he looked like Henry, and talked a bit like Henry too!”
“You say he was red?” James asked.

“Yes, a darker red, and he had a big tender, too.”
James didn’t reply to that.
“Do you think it’s possible for a train to really get back to England?” asked
Annie.
“Of course not!” James stated adamantly.
“Well, we came from England to here, didn’t we?” Thomas asked. “So, why not?
How do you think we got here?”
“I’d like to be back in Sodor. Where it’s pretty, and the railroad people are
always friendly, and things always go smoothly,” said Clarabel.
“Now, don’t be silly,” scolded James. “Things didn’t always go right on Sodor
either. I remember being in a field, with cows around. Better than here, though. And,
there’s really no way back. Even if there was, would it really be any better? You know
what those diesels were saying, about England getting rid of all the steam engines. If we
went back, they might melt us down for scrap.”
“Even diesel engines still need passenger cars,” Annie said.
“They’d want new, streamlined, passenger cars,” James retorted.
“Maybe Hogwarts Castle will come again,” Thomas finally said after a lengthy
silence. “Maybe we’ll find out someday. But, it seems for now that Ann will be taken
care of. They sent a whole express train from England to pick her up! And, Meccanna
will be with her. We should be happy for her sake. And who knows, maybe we will get
to go home someday too!”
James might want to find reasons to say it was impossible, but Thomas was
pleased to find reasons for hope. If Hogwarts Castle was going to London, there must
still be steam locomotives in England, and there must be a way to get there. Yes, he
would choose to be an optimist and continue to have hope. Meanwhile, there was Useful
work to do here. They could all be very useful.
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